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  We present an optimization of the cantilever-to-anchor 
configuration of a Buckled Cantilever Plate (BCP) structure, the	  
purpose	  of	  which	  is	  to	  allow	  out-‐of-‐plane	  assembly	  of	  microsystems	  
while	  maintaining	   an	   electrical	   connecHon.[1-4]. This attachment 
is achieved  by using anchor features. If there is a catastrophic 
failure in the anchors, in most of the cases the device will not 
longer work. We address this problem by optimizing the load 
distribution at the interface. 
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   We have demonstrated an optimized cantilever-to-anchor 
configuration that reduces the peeling force at the anchors-
cantilever interface of a buckled cantilever plate structure by 
83%. By using the best cantilever to-anchor configuration, out of 
the four evaluated in this paper, the reliability of these structures 
will increase making them more resistant to their most common 
failure mode.  
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  COMSOL Multiphysics 4.2a was used to investigate 
characteristics of the BCP structures, such as reaction forces, 
principal stresses and total displacement among others. Four 
cantilever-to-anchor configurations were tested. The structural 
variation in these configurations modify the direction of the 
reaction forces at the cantilever-achor interface while performing 
assembly and at the final lock position of the BCP. 

Figure 3 Sum of nodal values for each cantilever-to-anchor configuration. 

Figure 2 A) Lateral layout view of 
a vertical assembled BCP. 
B) Lateral layout view of an 
assembled BCP with plate 
parallel to the substrate. 

   The buckled cantilever deformation was calculated analytically 
using Euler’s beam-bending equations [3]. Features such as 
highest point and end edge angle can be calculated.  


